The geometry optimization of the nitrogen-doped diamond has been carried out by the density functional theory (DFT) 
INTRODUCTION
Diamond is one of the allotropes of carbon, which is transparent because of the absence of light adsorption. Defect introductions in diamond can make it adsorb light to produce colored material [1] [2] [3] . Like in other crystals, defects in diamond can be a vacancy, atomic interstitial, substitution, or impurity (dopant) defect with the very common dopant in diamond is nitrogen [4] [5] [6] . Recently, the study of defective diamond has attracted much attention because of its broad applications in technology such as for active materials of ultrafast electronic devices [7] [8] [9] and in jewelry industries [1] [2] [3] .
To model a defective system, a theoretical approach based on the density functional theory (DFT) is frequently conducted since DFT can successfully reproduce the experimental results [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the previous theoretical studies, it was shown that borondoped diamond produces the blue-colored diamond, and nitrogen-doped diamond yields to the yellow one [1] . Meanwhile, the germanium-vacancy defects have strong photoluminescence band, which could be a good candidate as the active material in quantum cryptography and quantum information devices [7, [14] [15] . The nitrogen-doped diamond was studied in the frame of the DFT [16] [17] . Lombardi et al. and Deak et al. calculated the diamond with nitrogen atoms impurity and they found that the outward relaxation occurs in the final geometry. The present study focuses on the calculation of the formation energy and geometry distortions of the substituted and interstitial nitrogen atom in diamond.
In this study, supercells consisting of 64 atomic sites are used to model the nitrogen-doped diamond. The stability of configurations of the system is evaluated by calculating the formation energies. The lower formation energy results in more stable configuration. The convergence of the formation energy is checked concerning the k-point mesh grids. Furthermore, a higher supercell consisting of 216 sites is applied to show the reliability of the supercell size.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The DFT calculations were performed by employing the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the first-principles code PHASE [18] , which implements the plane wave ultrasoft-pseudopotential basis set. In these calculations, a 9 Ry cutoff energy was applied. PHASE is computational code employing quantum mechanics used to calculate electronic structure of materials in the crystal phase. To get the optimized lattice constant, total energies were calculated with respect to the cell volumes and fit the data by using the Birch-Murnaghan equation of states (BM EOS) [19, 20] , given in Eq. 1:
where E0, V0, B0, and B ' 0 are curve-fitting parameters, which are minimum energy, cell volume at E0, bulk modulus at V0, and first-derivative of the bulk modulus at V0, respectively. The accurate fitting-result of the lattice parameter calculations of the perfect diamond is shown in Fig. 1 . The calculated lattice constant is obtained to be 3.59 Å, which is very close to the experimental value of 3.57 Å [21] and previous DFT study of 3.58 Å [22] . The defective system is modeled by introducing substitutional and interstitial nitrogen atoms in the perfect diamond crystal. The substitutional defect is formed by replacing one carbon atom in the center of the supercell by a nitrogen atom while the interstitial one is formed by adding a nitrogen atom in several sites (Fig.  3 ). Carbon has four valence electrons so that it has four nearest-neighbor atoms, while nitrogen has three valence electrons. In this case, nitrogen is isolated in the tetrahedral defect volume formed by four carbon atoms.
Three approaches of relaxations in the substitutional sites were performed dubbed as A1, A2, and A3, which are relaxation by considering up to first-nearest neighbor atoms ( Fig. 2(a) ), relaxation by considering up to Geometry of substitutional nitrogen in diamond: (a) relaxation by considering up to first-nearest neighbor atoms (A1), (b) up to second-nearest neighbor atoms (A2), and (c) full relaxation (A3). The blue ball is a nitrogen atom, the light-grey and the red balls are carbon atoms which are allowed and unallowed to move, respectively. The defect geometry formed by four nearest-neighbor atoms are also shown (d), where L0 and L are distances between N-C and between two first-nearest neighbor carbon atoms second-nearest neighbor atoms (Fig. 2(b) ), and full relaxations considering all atoms (Fig. 2(c) ), respectively. The local defect geometry is shown in Fig.  2(d) . As for the interstitial defects, some calculations of possible configurations were performed with initial configurations dubbed as B1, B2, B3, and B4, which are bond-center Fig. 3(a), antibonding (Fig. 3(b) ), hexagonal ( Fig. 3(c) ), and octahedral sites Fig. 3(d) , respectively. In these calculations, all atoms were relaxed in the supercell until the atomic forces are less than 5.0 × 10 -3 eV/Å. The geometry optimizations were conducted at constant volume with the length of unit cell of 3.59 Å.
Formation energies for each defect configuration were calculated by using the following equations [13, [23] [24] :
for the substitutional, and
for the interstitial. Ep and Ed are total energies of the perfect and defective supercells, respectively, while μC and μN are chemical potentials, which are approximated as the total energy of an individual atom of carbon and nitrogen atom, respectively. The defect volume changes are also calculated as follows:
where Vf and V0 are the defect volumes of the tetrahedral ( Fig. 2(d) ) formed by four nearest-neighbor atoms of the relaxed and ideal (unrelaxed) geometries, respectively ( Fig. 2(b) ).
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Substitutional Defect
The formation energies of the substitutional defect are calculated by using Eq. 1. The calculations are carried out with respect to the k-point mesh grids for kMP = 1, 2, 4, and 6. The calculated formation energies for various k-point values and the relaxation types are given in Table 1 . The formation energy differences between A1 and A3 vary in the small range of 0.18-0.20 eV, while those between A2 and A3 is very small, which is less than 0.10 eV. As for the calculated formation energies for the relaxation type A3 (Ef A3 ) with respect to kMP, the energy difference between kMP = 2 and kMP = 4 is only 0.20 eV and that between kMP = 4 and kMP = 6 is close to zero, which is only 7.0 meV. Therefore, it is concluded that the formation energy converges at the relaxation by considering up to the second nearest-neighbor atoms and by using k-point grid kMP = 4.
Once the optimized geometry of the defective diamond is reached, the bond distances between the nitrogen atom and its four nearest-neighbor atoms (La) are calculated. The four distances, La, are elongated with the same lengths. Thus, the distances between the nearest-neighbor atoms (Lb) also increase. As a consequence, the bonds between the nitrogen and carbon atoms are weak. The optimized geometry of the substitutional configuration is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The length of La increases by 7.90 to 12.40% from the ideal distances (La0 = 1:56 Å). Next, the defect volume changes (∆V) are calculated from the six identic ideal and relaxed distances between the four neighbor atoms, Lb0 and Lb, respectively. It is found that (∆V) has a positive sign for all of the calculations, indicating that the geometry distortion occurs in the final optimization process following an outward relaxation ( Table 2 ). The relaxed defect volumes increase in the range of 30-42% from the ideal ones. Lombardi et al. [16] showed that the geometry distortion follows an outward relaxation. They found that the distance between the nitrogen atom and its first nearest-neighbor atom (N-C bondlength) increases by 28% from the ideal distance (C-C bondlength). Deak et al. [17] also found the outward relaxation, and the N-C bond distance was elongated by 32%. Our results are in agreement with those of these previous DFT studies, e.g., the outward relaxation occurs in the optimized geometry. Our calculated N-C bondlengths in the optimized geometry differ by up to 20% from the ideal ones.
Interstitial Defect
To search the most stable configurations of the nitrogen-doped diamond, the formation energies of some possible configurations are calculated. In these calculations, four initial configurations are simulated, which are B1 (bond-center), B2 (antibonding), B3 (hexagonal), and B4 (octahedral) as shown in Fig. 3(a-d) .
In the optimized structure of the initial B1 configuration, the bond between two carbon atoms, where the nitrogen was initially placed, breaks and the nitrogen atom makes a short bond of 1.46 Å, which is shorter than the ideal C-C bond, with one carbon atom (Fig.  4(b) ). The calculated formation energy is 32.52 eV. The optimized geometry of the B2 is that the nitrogen atom makes two strong N-C bonds with the average bondlengths of 1.31 Å (Fig. 4(c) ) and makes one low N-C bond of 1.91 Å.
The calculated formation energy is close to the B2 configuration, which is 32.18 eV. As for the B3 and B4, the same geometry is found that the nitrogen atom is bonded by two carbon atoms with the strong bond of 1.29 and 1.31 Å (Fig. 4(d) ). Another bond is a lower N-C bond of 1.89 Å. Both configurations are more stable than B1 and B2 shown by smaller formation energy of 21.88 eV. However, the most stable configuration is the substitutional having the lowest formation energy of 10.89 eV.
Charge Density Distribution
Charge density distributions are modeled to show the bonding strength formed by the nitrogen defect (Fig.  5) . The bond charge density in the A3 configuration is lower compared to that in the perfect crystal (Fig. 5(a) ). The increase of the defect volume is caused by the Coulomb repulsion between electrons of the nitrogen and those of four nearest carbon atoms, which results a weak bond shown by a low bond charge density in. Fig.  5(b) . The B4 configuration results two bonds having high bond charge densities and one bond with very low bond density (Fig. 5(c) ). This very low bond charge density is the origin of the B4 configuration instability compared to the A3 one.
CONCLUSION
The DFT calculations on the formation energy of the substitutional and interstitial configurations in defective diamond have been carried out. It was found that the most stable configuration is the substitutional configuration with the converged formation energy of 10.89 eV. As for the geometry distortion, the relaxed defect volumes are outward distorted up to 42%. 
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